January 2022

Tides & Times
2022 MEANS 365 MORE OPPORTUNITIES
It’s a new year with new opportunities and I hope you all are taking some time to make plans to enjoy what brings us all
together at Foss Harbor: boating. There is so much to explore in the Salish Sea and some wonderful spots to isolate in if
needed. I encourage you to pull out a chart and find some new destinations that you have yet to visit!
I want to touch on a couple of things:
1. Crime, nationwide, has seen a drastic increase in the last two years. Locally, the Pierce County Jail is no longer
accepting intake of petty criminals, such as those who steal a car or break into a house. Staffing shortages and Covid
are, unfortunately, being used as an excuse for this decision. Anecdotes tell of law enforcement officers quitting their
jobs because they are now powerless to prevent crime, as they just have to let the bad guys go instead of taking them
to lock up. So, what can be done? First, protect yourself. Be aware of your surroundings everywhere you go. About a
year ago, I was at a Fred Meyer and noticed a car driving the lot in a weird fashion. Following them I soon saw them
park, get out and grab an elderly woman’s purse. I blocked their car in forcing them to return the purse to her. If our
elected leadership is unwilling to help the cause, then we need to look out for each other. Don’t leave anything visible
in your vehicle. This includes papers, phone cords, coffee cups, etc. Even the smallest items can be enough to pique a
thieves' interest! It takes just a few seconds for a criminal to break a window, look at what you have and move on. It’s
no skin off their back but it’s a big headache for us who are targeted. Second, write your representatives, whether at
the local, state, or national level. Tell them of you experiences with the crime increase and demand they do something
to stem the crime. Remember, they work for us, and we have every right to demand a change.
2. I also want to touch on Covid. In the marina office, we still ask you to wear a mask, regardless of vaccination
status. If you are claiming a medical exemption to wearing a mask, then please stay outside and we will help you
through the door. I recently recovered from Covid myself, and, if had I unknowingly spread it to the entire staff, the
marina and all its services would have been shut down for at least a week. That impacts not just our staff, but our 400+
tenants as well. We are now more than two years into this pandemic, and we’re all equally frustrated that life has yet
to return to normal. The best way we can help is by working to protect the staff and our boater community, which includes requiring masks. We are providing masks free of charge, which are available just inside the front door next to
the ATM. Please give us a hand by complying when entering the store and marina office. We appreciate it!
In the meantime, we wish the new year to bring you joy and health. We will hope for good weather again and a terrific boating
season! But before we get too far ahead, we still have 3 months of winter to get through, so stay warm, check your power
cords often, watch for slick docks and monitor marina emails and texts notifying you of possible dock water shutdowns.
Wishing you 12 Months of success, 52 weeks of laughter, 365 days of fun, 8760 hours of joy, 525600 minutes of good luck
and 31536000 seconds of happiness.

Treat each other with kindness and I will see you on the docks,
Tarin Todd, Marina Manager
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Come see us at the 2022 Boat Show.
Reserve your free tickets while supplies last!
Join the Foss Harbor Marina team in person
once again for the 2022 Seattle Boat Show!
We'll be in booth #819, which is in the East
Hall - just like in previous years. Make sure
to stop by to say hello!
We have a small allotment of FREE guest
tickets; if you are interested, please call the
marina office at 253-272-4404 or email
ian@fossharbor.com to reserve. See
you there!

PLEASE Leash & Scoop
We know that your dog is the
best and that everyone loves
him/her (we do, too!). Even so,
your neighbors don’t like picking up after them, as furry and
friendly as they may be.
Remember, there IS no “poop
fairy”!
It is also policy that dogs be
leashed at all times when not
aboard your boat—including
the docks and in the parking
lot—and it helps keep our
beloved furry friends safe. We
thank you!

Do you happen to have your contact info posted in your boat’s
window? This is a good idea because if for any reason your boat
needs help and the marina office is closed, a neighbor or city official
can call you and let you know what is happening at your slip.
Anything from a listing boat to just forgetting to lock up, doing this
may really help you out down the road.
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LINE MANAGEMENT TIPS Well, we are officially into winter. So far we've had it pretty easy with the severe weather, but
the short-lived wind episode of a week or so ago gave us here at Foss Harbor Marina an opportunity to practice preparation of our
vessels for a weather event. A quick walk of the docks found that many of the boats were left ill-prepared. Let's just make a quick
review of the basics of mooring a boat in a dock slip.
This may seem too obvious, but the first thing I want to address is what's needed in the way of basic items. Dock lines are the workhorses and I'm amazed at what's being used, at times, to secure one's investment to the dock. It seems that some people think that
any old piece of "rope" will do, but that's simply not the case when the wind and accompanying waves shows up. At a minimum,
every vessel should have at least two (2) lines equal or slightly longer than the length of the vessel being secured and an additional
two (2) of roughly half the vessels length. These need to be proper docking lines. In the close quarters of a dock, your lines need to
be made of a material that is not only chafe resistant but also has the proper amount of elasticity. In the case of many consumer
utility ropes/lines they don't "stretch" enough when things get to bouncing around. There's a reason they make specific lines for
specific jobs.
Now that we have the right lines, how do we tie the boat? With terms like: bow line, stern line, amidships or breast lines and spring
lines, it is easy to get tangled up in all those lines. A simple way to solve all of this is to simply think “triangles”. When you look at
the dock lines used to secure your boat, if you see at least three (3) triangles, you’re probably good to go with all but the most extreme weather events. More is better, but three (3)
will do.
In these simple sketches, you can see how using the
lines, the sides of the boat and edge of the dock you
can visualizes the triangles I spoke of. Look closely—
how many "working" triangles do you see? They can be
triangles of any nature: right, acute or obtuse, isosceles
or the most commonly used scalene triangle. For those
of you that just have to make everything more
challenging than it needs to be, there is the pesky
equilateral triangle. The red lines are our two (2) lines
equal to or longer then the length of the boat and the greens ones are the two roughly half the vessel length.
The next thing to consider in the equation is fenders. Like the lines, these need to be correctly sized to your boat. Every
manufacturer of fenders has a general sizing chart based on boat length. There are as many shapes and sizes as there are different
boats—way too many to cover here. However, with regard to protecting your boat in a weather event, try and think about how far
up and down your boat is going to move. If the ends of a vertically hung fender are only a few inches above and below the edge of
the dock and the boat is moving up and down more than that with each passing wave, it won't be long until the fender is pushed up
and out from between your boat and the dock, rendering it useless.
Now that our boat is properly tied and fenders are in place, it's the odds and ends to consider. Is there enough slack in the power
cord? Are there loose items on the deck? Sail boaters, have you secured your sails and sail covers? Is the canvas zipped and snapped
up? Every time we have wind, you'll soon see everything from a dingy to a kayak, cockpit cushions, life vests and potted plants floating by.owner's
The staff here at Foss Harbor will always do our best to keep an eye on things for you, but in the end it's each individual boat
owner’s responsibility to prepare their boat for Mother Nature. Till next time, happy and safe boating!
Scottie, Operations Manager
Did you know that the size of your dock line is determined by its diameter and depends on the size and weight of your boat? Here is an approximate
guide to mooring lines:

Boat size: under 20’ = 3/8”

20’-30’ = 1/2”

30’-40’ = 5/8”

40’-60’ = 3/4” over 60’ = 1”
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Carbon Monoxide - What You Can't See, Can Harm You
With cold weather upon us, we turn up the heat! Improper installation of diesel and other heaters can cause
CO leaks.
Carbon monoxide (CO) is a colorless, odorless, and tasteless gas that is essentially undetectable by human
senses. It is produced when an engine that uses a carbon-based fuel like gasoline is running.
Carbon monoxide is a component of exhaust gases - if you can smell exhaust then CO is present. Carbon
monoxide is also produced when propane, charcoal, or oil burns to power onboard appliances such as a
stove, grill, hot water heater or generator. The most common source is the gasoline-powered engine which
is found on most recreational motorboats. For this reason, it is important to know the sources of CO, the
symptoms of CO exposure, and what to do if you suspect someone has been exposed to this deadly gas for
any period.
The Basics of What you Need to Know

•

You cannot see, smell or taste CO

•

The most common source of CO is a running engine

•

Install and maintain a marine grade CO detector

• CO can make you sick in seconds and high
concentrations of CO can kill
• CO symptoms are like and often confused with
seasickness or alcohol intoxication
• Avoid closed-off, poorly ventilated areas of a boat when
its engine is running
•

Never ride or hang on a swim platform where gases accumulate when the engine is running

•

If CO is suspected, open all windows, hatches, and ports to ventilate

•

Move a person to fresh air if CO poisoning is suspected and seek medical attention

Dangerous Gases
Carbon monoxide enters the bloodstream though the lungs by breathing in this dangerous gas. Exposure in
a well ventilated environment is generally not a problem. Brief exposure in a more confined environment
can cause sickness and prolonged exposure to higher concentrations can kill you. Since symptoms of
carbon monoxide mimic seasickness or alcohol intoxication it is sometimes overlooked as nothing serious
and those affected never receive the medical attention they need.
Always maintain fresh air circulation throughout the boat and maintain your vessel to assure peak engine
performance. An improperly tuned engine is more likely to produce elevated levels of CO.
To avoid CO, you should know the areas of where CO can accumulate—such as inadequately ventilated
canvas enclosures and engine compartments.
If you are tied to a dock, be certain exhaust ports aren't blocked which can force exhaust back into the boat.
If you are rafted to another boat, be certain exhaust from one boat doesn't enter the other.
Another way for exhaust to enter a boat is when a moving boat creates the “station wagon effect”, where
exhaust finds its way back aboard because of circular airflow known as “back drafting”.
Stay Safe & Thanks for Reading!
Steve McLenachen
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Your ad here for FREE—email to melynda@fossharbor.com

J & G Marine Supply will be
Pulling Up Anchor
Due to loss of lease, our store will be
closing at the end of February 2022. We
invite you to stop by and take advantage
of sale pricing starting January 3rd.

Electronics and other services including
special order items may continue to be
placed at regular prices.
A grateful and sincere thank you to all of
our loyal customers for your business
and great friendship over the over the
past four decades. If you have any
questions, please contact us at
253-572-4217.
Don Jacobsen
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Discounts will be offered on all stock
items in order to clear out inventory.

Ken Jocobsen
&
Byron Dahl
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